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Abstract
In the U.S. alone, a mechanic excavator hits an underground pipe averagely every 60 seconds
– known as utility strikes, causing hundreds of fatalities, thousands of injuries, and billions of
financial losses. There are two root causes for recurring excavation accidents: 1) lack of
accurate and complete records of underground pipes, and 2) lack of an effective communication
mechanism (e.g., visual scenes, voice messages, sounds) to assist operators to develop holistic
situational awareness of the dynamic excavation operation in cluttered, unstructured
workspaces in real time. Towards covering these two gaps, we have developed new algorithms
to overcome the limitations on ground penetrating radar (GPR) in urban settings attributed to
the complexity of the underworld and its reflection on the GPR signals and image signatures.
We have also created new methods to more accurately determine the location and dimension
of underground pipes by fusing data from utility specifications and regulations and contextual
cues, termed as “virtual sensors”, and GPR scans. In addition, we have also enabled geospatialaware AR to visualize and communicate the digging implementation to operator in real-time.
Leveraging our findings, we are currently working on two directions: autonomous robotic
system with the capacity of adapting to complex spatial configurations of underground
networks to generate accurate, geospatial 3D pipe models; intelligent excavation assistant for
safe urban trenching.
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